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The House of the Spider Webs

"Marcya " by Harper Leich
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When Ellen remembers her childhood, she tends to see it in slow motion. Every
action slows down to individual frames of movement viewed one at a time: a slide show of
two children slipping on hardwood floors in their woolen socks and flannel pajamas, of her
mother polishing the wooden panels of the house one small stroke at a time, and of the
particles of dust streaming in the attic, highlighted by the sun coming through the two
circular windows at either end. Each particle was a planet, part of a larger swirling galaxy
of dust that would eventually settle onto one of many spider webs, sticking there invisibly, like a piece of a failed universe.
There are sounds in the scenes: small words like love, orange, slide, and don't.
There is also the thankful laughter, the inevitable shouting, the suction of bare feet sticking to wet earth, and the sound of parents having sex on the living room floor.
The key grinds heavily in the lock. Ellen wraps her fingers around the brass
door handle and feels the stick of the cobwebs that have gathered there. She pushes the
door open and looks at the threads that float between her fingers in wispy trails that could
be tricks of the light. Ellen is a student of light and shadow, two important elements in the
composition of a superior photograph. Even now, she has her camera on a strap around
her neck.
She steps inside as the door swings open; it hits the edge of the stairs. A minor
architectural flaw, her mother always said. At the threshold, she snaps a picture of the
foyer, undisturbed for over twenty years. You could get a great price for that house, says
Henry, her real estate friend, isn't it about time you let it go? No one would pay to live
here, Ellen always replies. If it weren't for the flash in the foyer, the clouded daylight
streaming through the doorway would have been the only illumination.
She knows the living room lies in the darkness beyond the doorway light but
she ducks into the kitchen first. Ellen raises the shades on the windows of the breakfast
alcove, coughing on the dirt and dust stirred up by the sudden motion. The dust floats in
the light, as it did in the attic, but this time it makes pictures. Ellen picks out individual
frames from her memories, the way she and her brother made shapes out of the white
clouds above their house when they were kids. There is an immaculate 1963 Buick Skyark in the kitchen like there was in the sky twenty-eight years ago. She takes a picture,
sven though she is the only one who will know exactly what it means. More windows are
jpened and more pictures taken before she moves through the kitchen to the dining room.
Her fingers trail over the dull wood that used to be polished to a gossamer shine. She
raises the shades and wishes that someone had covered the furniture.
But which careful relative would have done such a thing? Ellen's mother killed
icr father with the revolver he kept in his nightstand before shooting herself through the
heart. With the swiftness of breaking glass, Ellen and her brother, James, moved south
from Hopewell, Connecticut when she was thirteen and he was eleven, to Macon, Georgia to live with their Aunt Leda. The idea was to sweat out the memory of the bloody
bedroom, adding their liquid misery to the humid air that seemed to wrap around every
Southern pine tree, every water-beaded glass of iced tea. Ellen always wonders, though,
vhv the heart?
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